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Specifications

Low LowHH Standard
Distance between rear wheels 20" 20” 20"
Minimum handle height 26 1⁄2" 30.3” 29 1⁄2"
Maximum handle height 31.5" 35.4” 39"
Seat height 20" 20” 24"
Seat dimensions 18” x 11" 18” x 11" 18” x 11"
Width folded 8 1⁄2” 8 1⁄2” 8 1⁄2”
Overall width 23 1⁄2" 23 1⁄2" 23 1⁄2"
Overall length 27" 27" 27"
Width between handles 18" 18" 18"
Rollator weight (lbs.) 16 16.8 17
Weight capacity (lbs.) 331 331 331

Model no. JAZZLOW

Dolomite Jazz Rollator

Features
• Simple to operate, one-touch height adjustment - Patented release
mechanism is contoured and provides effortless height adjustments
requiring no tools

• Memory locking handle adjustment - Intelligent handle height memory
function is a Dolomite-patented design ensuring the user’s handle height
is always returned to the proper setting

• Hybrid non-linear braking - Delivers an even braking force remaining the
same at both the beginning and at the end of the braking cycle. Hybrid
system provides a clean look and simple adjustments

• Comfortable, waterproof seat - Provides additional comfort while using
Jazz in the seated position. Seat pads are easily removed for cleaning

• Convenient folding basket - Provides space for daily necessities and
holds up to 15 lbs. Built-in carry handles allow the basket to be removed
and used as a tote

The Dolomite Jazz is the epitome of function and style. Jazz provides
superior ergonomics and control, making it the perfect companion to an
active lifestyle. The rigid and durable frame can be folded effortlessly
through the unique gate hinge and locked in place for storage or travel.
Carefully crafted to provide the best in safety and mobility, Jazz boasts
several patents and was awarded the red dot award: product design
2013 by an international jury of experts.

Basket, anatomical grips, curb climbers and backrest standard.   
Model no. JAZZSTD      JAZZ Standard 
Model no. JAZZLOW  JAZZ Low
Model no. JAZZLOWHH JAZZ Low with High Handles
Colour: Anthracite Grey




